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Louis Saunders Lightning
National Champion 2011

It was an outstanding result for Louis at the Lightning National Championships. This photo (© Emma Dodd)
shows Louis leading the fleet. More inside.

From the Commodore’s New Cockpit
Firstly, massive congratulations to Louis Saunders on retaining the title of
Lightning National Champion. It’s wonderful seeing a home-grown sailor
doing so well on the national scene.
It seems only a few weeks ago that I was writing to encourage you to get
your boats out early this year, but September has arrived and Wednesday
evening racing has finished for the year. But do not despair – the water is
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still warm –try and make the most of what remains of summer.
This year we are planning some events during the winter when there is not much sailing. First will be the
annual Presentation Dinner which will be at the Old Hall Hotel in Buxton on Saturday 26 November. We are
also planning evening sessions on racing rules and being a race officer. I also hope you will be able to hone
your competitive edge on the go kart track.
This weekend we shall be celebrating Combs SC’s 61st birthday when we hold the annual Anniversary Trophy
Regatta. This will be a chance for inexperienced sailors to have a go at racing. There will be refreshments after
the racing for the 61st birthday party. I hope to see you there.
As part of the celebrations of the 50th anniversary of the sailing club Sandy Broadbent produced a history of the
sailing club and for the 60th anniversary that history has been updated. The updated history has now been
published on the club website here and I’d like to take this opportunity to thank Sandy for his work on the
project and to encourage you to read his efforts. I would also like to join him in thanking others who helped
with the history, especially Andy Butler who prepared it for the website.

Russell Talbot

Editorial
It’s been mostly big boats for me again over the past month, the highlight being a
weekend on a friend’s 36ft Najad on the East Coast. It’s an area, I’ve never visited
before, so it was very enjoyable exploring the Rivers Deben and Orwell in the late
summer sunshine, with a night spent in the redeveloped dock area in the centre of
Ipswich.
We have a bundle of race reports this month, with an additional perspective of the Combs Byte/Lightning Open
from Pete Gardner.
A reminder that I’d be pleased to receive any reports on races or other aspects of sailing - just send them
through to me for inclusion.

Andy Butler

Lightning National Championships 20th/21st August
Thanks to Lee Bratley and the Lightning Class Association for their permission to publish this report which you
can also see on the Yachts and Yachting website. Thanks also to Emma Dodd for the photos
As class racing goes, this event had it all! Great weather, good breezes and drama, literally right up until the
very last throw of the dice. Seventeen boats arrived at Northampton SC on Pitsford reservoir, with early arrivals
taking to the water for a great 'social sail' on the Friday evening.
After Friday nights 'beer & banter' session at the Bratley/Dodd palace, it was down to business on Saturday
when race one kicked off under perfect conditions for challenging, but not 'survival', sailing. A good 12 or so
knot breeze - perfect for the Lightnings - and sunshine as the hooter dispatched the fleet and away we went.
Shifting breeze made it a little tricky at first to choose the correct side of the course, with the boats spreading
out a little around the first lap. The right hand side seemed to pay off slightly better, but it was a very close call
so no massive advantage seemed to come. Once the windward mark was reached, there was a spectacular
sight as these lightweight boats accelerated sharply and seventeen balls of spray hurtled along the reach,
absolutely flying. An extremely close fought race saw many big place changes - 10th to 3rd and visa-versa was
eminently possible such was the nature of some of the closest quarter racing we've seen in the Lightnings all
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year, fabulous! In the end, Race 1 went to defending champion Louis Saunders, from Havershams Paul White
and Up River helm Simon Hopkins, all setting their stall as to their weekends intentions!
After lunch, the wind picked up a little and the clouds bought out spray tops as a small rain squall whistled over
Pitsford. A very close start had everyone much closer on this race and, with a new course, an all-new challenge
- the biggest being threading through/around the Supernova fleet at one of the turning marks, some hold-yourbreath squeaky bum moments there!! Again, though, the 368s revelled in the conditions, solid upwind, big
planing reaches and close, fair racing all the way. This race saw consistency pay for Paul as he came in as
runner-up to Lymington’s John Claridge - Louis squeezed out down to 7th - giving Paul the overall lead as we
went into race 3.
By this time the sun had returned with the wind remaining 'sturdy' but not as scary as last year (I shudder every
time I recall day one of last year’s event!). The multi-coloured fleet were sent on their way, a couple of boats a
little too keen forcing individual recalls. Another new course avoided the cross-over clash of the previous race
and saw probably the most tactical race of the weekend as Hugh Spencer used all of his experience to show
that the 'old-timers' can still upstage the whippersnappers! A wonderful sail by Hugh saw him take the victory
from Louis by a matter of feet, not even a boat length between them - with another compacted fleet seeing
even the tail enders coming in just a short while after the leaders - close racing indeed.

At the end of day one, then, John Claridge led the series but with anyone in the top five being perfectly able to
take the overall win with the remaining races on Sunday. A great social evening ensued, with several visitors
popping down simply to see the Lightning out of interest, welcomed warmly by the various helms and class
stalwarts. With another session of 'development discussion' over lantern-light and red wine up at Bratley-Dodd
towers (A Finn rig and double-centreboards was Rupert Whelan's final pre-sleeping bag/post-vino suggestion!).
Sunday and an early start - first race 10am. Thankfully, for several, the water was more mirror-like than an
actual mirror....the 'P' flag making a welcome entry as hangovers were worked on as hard as the boats! A
fantastically timed half hour postponement saw the wind fill in just as the flag came down. Shore-side activity
ramped-up and we set off for the start line for two more back-to-back races to determine the 2011 National
Champion.
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Race four went off with much testing of the line but, again, cleanly on the whole as we set off over another
superbly set course. Things were getting tense, now, as all the main protagonists came to the fore. It wasn't
long before Louis and John were heading the pack, with the wily Hugh finishing 3rd.
So, in brilliant fashion, the outcome of the championship was going to be decided on the final race. A superb
'display' start by the whole fleet saw a very compact group head away to the first mark, John getting the better
of everyone, with Louis squeezed right down into the pack. An example of the close nature of this race, though,
was Rupert Whelan - rounding the windward mark in 10th, but completing the lap in 4th, after being 2nd just
prior to the final beat...close it certainly was. The charging Simon Hopkins went round in second, was overtaken
at the leeward mark as those behind took a great gust to pass - he then collided with Adam Styles, lost more
places doing his penalties and then regained a couple upwind to the line! - eventful to say the least.
The intrigue, however, was at the front. Louis grabbed his boat by the scruff of the neck and in fantastic 'Win or
Swim' style, scorched the course to go into the final beat, of the final lap, locked in a luffing battle with John.
With White and Whelan all set to pounce in the background, neither could afford to put a foot wrong and it
was Saunders that won out to cross the line first - his second win of the day and third of the weekends five
races, retaining his Lightning368 National title. Huge well done to Louis who, very graciously, acknowledged the
closeness of the racing all weekend. It might have been three victories out of five, but right up to the final beat,
this championship was wide open. A thoroughly deserving winner, though, after some spectacular sailing
throughout the whole weekend.
Northampton was, again, the perfect venue and hosts. From the superb race-crew to an incredible galley army,
things could not have been bettered and we salute you on a job more than well done. Thanks to all involved
and we look forward to returning in 2012.
To all the participating helms, well done and thanks for turning out, hopefully it was an enjoyable weekend
irrespective of where you were in the field. Perfect conditions for our boat through the entire weekend.

Overall Results:
Pos Sail No Helm
1st 104
SAUNDERS Louis
2nd 402
CLARIDGE John
3rd 269
WHITE Paul

Club
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 Pts
Combs SC
1 7 2 1 1 5
Royal Lymington YC 4 1 3 2 2 8
Haversham SC
2 2 4 5 3 11

Lee Bratley (Vice Chairman, Lightning Class Association)

Around The Marks
You will have seen the excellent result achieved by Louis in the Lightning 368 Nationals held at Northampton
over the weekend of 20th & 21st August. Winning the event in 2010 was a great achievement but to retain the
title was fantastic.
Three other Combs sailors were competing in the same Regatta sailing Supernovas. As both the Lightning and
the Supernova were designed by Mark Giles there is a close relationship between the classes. Dave Staley,
Damian Haigh and I entered a fleet of 38 Supernovas and whilst we were never going to win, the event gave us
two superb days racing. One added benefit was that as the Supernovas start five minutes before the Lightnings,
we had a ringside seat for the closing stages of Louis’s races. Sailing back to back final races I had been chatting
to Louis on the water prior to the last race and was aware that he had to win or prevent John Claridge from
winning. The pressure was on Louis. He sailed the last downwind leg superbly to round the last mark ahead of
said John Claridge. It was now a beat to the line. After ten metres Louis tacked ahead of John and took a
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starboard covering position out to the port side of the course. This the perfect move, leaving a tack back to the
line and the Championship. It was impressive sailing and best summed up by the report in Yachts and Yachting
which said “with two races to go Louis Saunders adopted his swim or win approach to racing.”
Sailing in Open Meetings does add another dimension to dinghy racing. Larger fleets on big waters make for
interesting situations. I tend to struggle on downwind legs. In one race at Northampton I counted fifteen boats
fanned out across the water running for the mark. Ten were almost level but where to put the boat to gain best
advantage at the mark? Problems which we tend not to see at Combs. Starts were civilised as befits a boat
sailed by Gentlemen. Dave Staley made some superb starts and coupled with excellent windward sailing was
fifth to the windward mark in one race. Damian was really getting into the event as the weekend progressed
and got the boat moving very well.
Paul Thompson and Andy Pyett represented Combs in the RS300 nationals sailed at the National Sailing Centre
Weymouth from 23rd to 26th August. This was one of the test events for the 2012 Olympics so all the Olympic
facilities were used. Things could have gone better for Andy. On Tuesday I watched the guys rigging the RS300’s
from our dining room, courtesy of the live webcam feed from Weymouth. Paul’s distinctive sailing top made
boat park identification easy. The first day report from Andy indicated problems with his boat. A night spent
Blue-Petering it back together with sticky back plastic and bath sealer did not do the trick. Shortly after starting
the second day race a failure of the mast support put the boat out of commission. Paul sailed the series
consistently gaining some more excellent sea time in the RS300. I understand the social side of the event was
very good and our Olympic sailors were seen round and about the venue.

Bob Pyett

The Quayle Tailender – thanks to Tony Berry for the photo
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Caption Competition
Three entries last month:
“Wot no toestraps!” from Mike Craddock.
“Well! Are you just going to sit there with your bloody camera, or are you going to help me out of the water?”
Chris Stillo
and the winner is:
“Yay...must be a successful 'dry-capsize'...my eye makeup is still intact!”
Sue Woolley

This Month’s competition:

Ideas for a
caption to Andy

Level 2 Club Racing Coach
In August we had a meeting with our local RYA representative. Mike Craddock had set up the meeting to talk
over our training needs with the RYA and find out what could the RYA offer Combs. A very positive meeting and
it was agreed to put six Combs members though a two day Level 2 Club Racing Coach course. The course will be
held at Combs hopefully in November. The successful course members will then be expected to carry on and
take a Power Boat Course which we think will be held at Glossop Sailing Club. The candidates for the initial
course should be experienced racing sailors preferably with experience of Open Meetings/Southport 24 hour
etc. The Club would also expect the successful candidates to help out with training next season. There will be
some costs associated with the courses but as we expect the RYA to subsidise some aspects of the training,
costs should be reasonable. If you would like to put your name forward as a candidate please let me know.

Bob Pyett
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Close sailing in the Supernova fleet, 21st August

Byte CII open meeting at Combs
Combs Sailing Club hosted another two day open meeting for Bytes over the weekend of 6th/7th August. This
was shared on the first day with a Lightning open.
Saturday was windless all morning, with the first race delayed by almost an hour in the forlorn hope that some
wind might materialize. Eventually a start was attempted, then abandoned and tried again ten minutes later.
This time the race continued, with Rick Whitehouse making a start near the starboard (committee boat) end,
about 5cm behind the line on the gun. He was however (quickly?) overtaken by Eddie Pope then Mike Radford,
both of whom had the advantage of being slightly closer to the Committee boat end and moving faster across
the line. Sarah Kirk also joined the front group and a slow battle for 2nd, 3rd and 4th place was fought between
Rick, Mike and Sarah for the entire race, whilst Eddie got away into clear air and wasn’t challenged for first
place throughout the race. Rick eventually got a downwind “gust” which allowed him to sail over the top of
Sarah and Mike to take second place with Mike 3rd and Sarah 4th . Local Club members, with little experience of
Sailing Bytes, John Saunders, Russell Talbot and Susan Lomas completed the competitors.
After lunch two more races in slightly more wind provided closer competition for first place, setting the
standard for the rest of the weekend, with Eddie and Rick never more than 40 yards apart and alternating the
lead in most of the remaining races on Saturday and Sunday. Rick managed to forget his local knowledge to run
aground and capsize in the last race of the day, having watched Eddie run aground in the same spot the race
before! Day one ended with Eddie having two firsts and a second, Rick two seconds and a first , Mike three
thirds and Sarah three fourths.
Two day events have become the norm for the Byte class, allowing long distance travellers to get more sailing
for their travel and also the opportunity to socialise with the other competitors on the Saturday night. The
Beehive pub in Combs village provided the venue for the latter with good food, beer and company enjoyed by
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all. The visitors walked around the lake to the pub for the evening meal and were driven back to the Club
where they camped overnight, Sailing recommenced at 10am on Sunday after a breakfast of fried eggs bacon
etc. provided by Rick.

Photograph
courtesy of
Mike Craddock.
Start of the first
race on Sunday,
with the
Derbyshire hills
in the
background.

Sunday was a complete contrast, with wind gusting up to 22 mph and coming over and around the hill opposite
the clubhouse to provide dead spots, intermittent gusts and windshifts of up to 40 degrees in the windward
marks lying in the lee of the hills. Eddie and Rick continued their battle for first place in every race, with Rick
squeezing Eddie out at the port end of the line on each start. After the two morning races Rick had a total of
three firsts and a 2nd, Eddie had two first and two seconds, so it all hung on the last race. At this point a
wildcard was introduced as the Byte class national champion, Louis Saunders, who had sailed a Lightning the
day before (as he was also the Lightning National Champion) borrowed Sarahs boat and declared his intention
to sail. After discussion with the OOD and the other competitors it was agreed that Louis could race but his
position would not count and he must keep clear of Rick and Eddie so as not to influence the competition
between them for first place. Again, Rick and Eddie fought for first place throughout the race, with Louis close
behind them but having to deliberately drop back occasionally (so he claimed). Eddie claimed water on Rick at
the downwind mark and gained the lead on the second lap but Rick tacked off early and followed a lift to the
windward mark to regain the lead which he held to the end.
Overall results:
1st Rick Whitehouse
2nd Eddie Pope
3rd Mike Radford
4th Sarah Kirk
5th Russell Talbot
6th John Saunders
7th Sue Sloan

Combs SC
Ogston SC
West Oxfordshire SC
Frampton on Severn SC
Combs SC
Combs SC
Combs SC

Rick Whitehouse
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From The Committee Boat
As race officer for the combined Lightning (one day – 3 races) and Byte (two days – 6 races) Open on 6th and 7th
August, I share my notes on a few aspects of the event.
With two classes competing on the Saturday, I wanted the fleets to have independent racing, with little or no
contact on the water. The wind on Saturday was from the North West, so with a water-borne start line at the
Southern end of the reservoir, a good long beat up to the first mark was achievable. This allowed each fleet to
spread by the time they reached the windward mark and reduce the likelihood of incidents. When laying
courses the cardinal rule is “avoid fetches”. If a leg of a course is a fetch it only results in the leading boats
going further ahead and affords no opportunity for other boats to overtake. A mixture of beats, reaches and
runs were included in the course using most of the marks available to a) maximise use of the whole of the
water b) take enough time for boats to sail one lap to ensure that the second fleet starting does not have the
first fleet boats sailing through their start area (allowing time also for possible individual or general recalls of
the second fleet)!
So, course set, water-borne start line set with a slight port bias, all the boats milling around the committee
boat, all we needed for the first race was wind. The lake was like a mirror. The postponement flag was raised
on the committee boat. When any slight breeze materialised it was patchy and varying in direction by 180
degrees. It started to steady and the race start sequence began. The wind disappeared again, postponement
flag re-hoisted. At this point I contemplated the options; one of which was to go for an early lunch! Imagine
the galley’s reaction to 18 sailors plus others suddenly standing, early, at the food counter. Ann would never
speak to me again! Then, even though it was not affecting the state of the water surface, I could feel some
breeze, and from the correct direction. The Byte start was made and then the Lightning start, with only one
individual recall.
The course was shortened to one lap, taking approximately an hour for the leading boats. Eddie Pope from
Ogston Sailing Club finished first in the Byte fleet followed by Rick Whitehouse then Mark Radford from West
Oxfordshire Sailing Club. The first Lightning race was won by Louis Saunders, second Caroline Key West
Oxfordshire Sailing Club, followed by Paul Thompson.
Thankfully the breeze filled in after a lunch break and the same course provided some close racing in both
classes. Caroline Key won the Lightning Open overall, Louis Saunders second, Paul Thompson third, and the
first junior helm prize went to William Lomas.
The five Byte sailors who arrived for Sunday’s half of their six race series were greeted by an increasing force
2to3, this day coming over Ladder Hill and across the reservoir. Although not ideal for long beats at Combs,
this wind direction in fact allowed a course with three shorter beats, and some fast port and starboard reaches.
By the end of race 5, with one race remaining, Rick had 3 firsts and 2 seconds, and Eddie had 2 firsts and 3
seconds. If Eddie was to win the last race both sailors would have equal points, equal number of firsts, equal
number of seconds, so Eddie would win by virtue of having won the final race. Essentially, whoever of the two
won the sixth race would win the series overall.
Without describing every leg of what transpired to be a neck-and-neck battle, I would like to highlight the
second beat on the final lap (as seen from the officer’s hut). With only a few legs of the final lap to go, the boat
positions nearing a windward mark to be passed on their port side were as shown in diagram A. Although R is
clear ahead of E he is slightly to leeward and it appeared that E had the controlling position. Both boats are on
starboard tack, close hauled, and well below the port or starboard laylines. E was preventing R from tacking.
All E needed to do was to sail to just beyond the port layline, then tack back for the mark clear ahead of R. (see
option 1). What actually happened is shown in option 2. E tacked well short of the port layline, presumably
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wishing to tack back onto starboard and force R to duck his stern at the mark. With some smarter tacking R
was able to round the mark ahead of E and held the lead from there to win the race and consequently the
event.

Pete Gardner
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Forthcoming Events
Have a look at the Calendar and Sailing Instructions on the club website for more information about these
events.
Date

Time

Event

Sunday 4th Sept
Saturday 10thSunday 11th Sept
Saturday 17th Sept
Sunday 18th Sept

12:00
12:0012:00
13:00
12:00

Anniversary Trophy Regatta
Southport 24 Hour Race

Saturday 24th Sept
Sunday 25th Sept

10:00
12:00

Saturday 1st October
Sunday 2nd October

13:00
13:00

Sun 23rd & 30th Oct
Saturday 26th Nov

10:00

Sail Training 7
Autumn Trophies
Junior Skippers
Supernova Open Meeting. First Race 11:00.
Copper Pot
Firefly Flush
Lifeboat Pennant
Sail Training 8
Ron Wearing Pursuit
Shuttle Trophy (junior pursuit)
Work Parties
Dinner Dance & Presentation Evening. Old Hall Hotel, Buxton

For Sale/Wanted & Lost/Found
This is a section for boats or sailing paraphernalia. Please send me details and I’ll include them (space
permitting) in the next newsletter. email Andy Butler
Laser Trolley Wanted. Having broken my launching trolley, I wondered whether anyone has a cheap one for
sale. Andy
Club Clothing. Louis Saunders is the custodian of the club clothing. You can find details in the May newsletter.
Contact Louis
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